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ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN MARCH

1. **Budget Update**

Draft budget has been discussed. Four items on the budget:

1. OWASP on the Move – $10,000
2. Chapter Leader Summits – $15,000
3. Local Chapter Nurturing Program – $10,000
4. OWASP Student Chapters (Pilot Program) - $10,000

2. **Student Chapter Program**

Discussed with Membership and Education Chairs. General consensus is to launch a pilot program with 10 student chapters. OWASP has many academic/education/student initiatives that need to be simplified.
ITEMS THAT NEED BOARD VOTE/APPROVAL

1. Budget
   1. Committee needs $10,000 by April 5, 2011 so that it can resume “OWASP on the Move” funding.

   2. Overall budget request for 2011 is $45,000. Details are available here:

      https://spreadsheets.google.com/a/owasp.org/pub?hl=en&hl=en&key=0Ai_cIZtjtpXPwEVoFLySDdMQVhCTnllbHNwbWp4Tmc&output=html

2. Policy
   We are still working on updates to the chapter leader handbook.

3. Inactive Chapter Cleanup
   We need clarification from the Board if the funds allocated to inactive chapters (those that did not respond to the survey before the Summit) have been reclaimed, or if the committee needs to do any work in that area.
ONGOING PROJECTS AND EFFORTS

1. OWASP on the Move

2. Chapter Leader Handbook Update

3. Regional Chapter Leader Summits

4. Chapter Ethics

5. Local Chapter Nurturing Program

6. Student Chapters